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Welcome to Timing
You can download the Timing App from the App Store. The Timing app
is available for iPhone and Android telephones. This app is very useful if
you’re working for Timing, but also if you’re still looking for a job.
The app will be happy to help you!

Would you like to earn

a little extra? Save

bonus time!

Quick access to your

payslips

Arrange your shifts

here (only for YOP

users)

Quick contact with

your contact person
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Login
You need to log in so that you can make use of all the functionalities of
the Timing App. Log in safely and quickly with your “My Timing” account.

Use the email address

you applied with or the

email address of your

“My Timing” account.
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Apply for a job via mobile phone
You can use our app to apply for a job using your mobile phone.
Go to vacancies and click on “Show all vacancies”.
You will then be redirected to our vacancy overview.

Click on the vacancy

to view it

Save an interesting

vacancy as “favourites”

by clicking on the heart

Use filters to customise

your search
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Apply for a job via mobile phone
Use filters to customise your search.

Click on a filter to

set it up

Would you like to start

again? Delete all set

filters here

Click here to see your

vacancies
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Apply for a job via mobile phone 
Once you have clicked on a vacancy, you can read more information and
apply right away. Or, save the vacancy as “favourites”.
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Bonus time
Time for a bonus? You can save the time spent here by using different
parts of the app. On the bonus time screen you can see how much time
you have saved up to this point. Did you save a full hour? Then this bonus
hour will be paid out as an hourly wage, if you work for us or once you are
working for us. Nice, isn’t it?

This number indicates

how much bonus time

you can earn by using

the different parts of

the app

This is the overview of

your saved bonus time
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Do Challenge
With the Do challenge, you can participate in a fun Do-Challenge every
week. Every Monday a new challenge is ready and you will be challenged
to perform a task. Upload your challenge photo into the app and the first
60 seconds of bonus time will be in the pocket! After that, fate is in the
hands of your fellow contestants. The photo with the most WELL-DONEs
can be eventually crowned as a week’s winner and add 3600 coveted
seconds of bonus time. Well done!

Here you will find

a new challenge

every week and all

contestants

Would you like to

join?

Here we list the

winners with the most

‘WELL DONEs’ per

week
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Plan your working week
Organising your working week has never been so easy! How? In the app,
go to the Work Planner and plan your working days and working hours.
The app then creates a handy overview. A nice touch: you also earn bonus
time again!
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Learn more 
Would you like to know more about a certain sector? With “Learn more”,
we improve your knowledge and test it with fun games. Here, too, you’ll
earn bonus time!

Would you like to test

your knowledge? Start

the test!

Here you will find

an overview of the

different sectors.
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Each correct answer

grants you 10 seconds

of bonus time. If you

take the test faultlessly,

you’ll earn 20 seconds

more!

Learn more 
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Learn more

Are you not happy

with the result? Try the

test again

Happy with your

extra seconds? click

‘CONTINUE’!

This is the total bonus

time that you have

earned with the test!
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Would you like to know more? 
Do you have any questions or can’t figure it out? The answers to the most
frequently asked questions can be found here.

Can’t figure it out?

Maybe the answer

to your question is in

the Frequently Asked

Questions section.

Select your own

Timing office and

contact us directly.

Set your privacy

preferences here.


